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The aim of our English curriculum is to develop character through the study of literature whilst motivating high 

aspirations within a safe learning environment that allows confidence and open mindedness. 
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Transition unit
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Novel

Poetry in 
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Shakespeare
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Kent 

writing

Romeo and 
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Creative writing 
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Equality 

in 

poetry

A Christmas 
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the debate
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Calls

Power 

and 
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poetry
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Language 

paper 

1

English 

Literature 

and 

Language

Curiosity and Compassion

Macbeth 

and 

ACC

-Literature through 

time

-Classics and origins

-Comprehension

- Retrieving implicit & 

explicit information

-Boy in the 

Striped Pyjamas

-Holocaust 

fiction

-Morality story

-Reading skills

-Conventions of 

Gothic literature

-Frankenstein Play

-Creative writing and 

1st person narratives

-Types of poetry

-Language devices

-Poetic voices

-Cultural

awareness

Open mindedness and Respect

-Elizabethan/ Jacobean 

England

-Theatre and 

Shakespeare

-A Midsummers night 

dream

-Drama skills

-Non fiction 

writing

-Celebrating 

the local 

area

-Critical 

reading 

skills

English 

language 

exam skills
P

P
E

Language 

paper 2

Curiosity and Resilience Respect and Compassion

ResilienceConfidence and motivationCourage

Confidence 
Courage and resilience
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Motivation and confidence

Resilience 

and 

confidence

Motivation and resilience

-Traditional myths & 

legends

-Cultural awareness

-Language analysis

-Comparative writing

-Shakespeare and 

tragic heroes

-Dramatic devices

-Language analysis 

skills

-Freytag’s pyramid

-Dystopia and Utopia

-Applying language 

devices

-Extract 

comprehension and 

analysis

-Revisiting 

poetic 

devices

-Culture & 

identity

-Historical 

context

-Empathy and 

characterisation

-Reading and writing 

skills

-Mystery writing

-Extract analysis

-Understanding tone 

and voice

-Language analysis 

skills – fundamentals 

of GCSE

-Greater depth 

of poetry analysis

-Types of poetry 

revisited & 

expanded upon

-How to approach 

an unseen poem

-Dramatic devices

-Edwardian society

-The impact of WW1 and 

WW2 on society

-Priestley’s message

-Plot and characters

-Watch BBC AIC

-Dickens and Victorian 

society

-The poor law and 

workhouses

-Plot and characters

-Pathetic fallacy

-Watch the Disney film

-Non fiction reading 

and writing

-Oracy and confidence

-Persuasive language

-Research skills

-Transactional writing

-Oracy and confidence

-Persuasive language

-Research skills

-Context – Jacobean society

-Plot, characters and key themes

-Language analysis

-Literature essay writing

-Watch Fassbenders

Macbeth

-Contextual 

backgrounds

-Poetry analysis

-Comparative 

writing

-How context effects the texts

-The writers intentions

-Language devices

-Key quotes

-Themes, plot and character

-Essay writing

-How to revise

-Analysis of an unseen 

extract

-Summarising structure

-Evaluation

-Creative writing

-Exam practice 

-Analysis skills

-Language devices

-Structural features

-Creative writing 

-Punctuation and 

structure for effect

-Key themes and ideas 

from all literature texts

-Analysis of key 

quotes and extracts

-Essay planning and 

practice

-Summarising and comparing 

non fiction texts

-Writers perspectives and 

viewpoints

-Non fiction writing

-Writing to persuade, argue 

and inform

-Essay practice

-Model essays

-Walking talking mock 

papers

-Revision cards, mind-

maps and quizzes
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A LEVEL

ENGLISH LITERATURE

Year 7 and 8

LRC lessons 

once a week

Trips and visits
Yr 7 – Author visit, theatre trip, Kent life
Yr 8 – Romeo and Juliet, British library writing workshop
Yr 9 – ACC theatre, Canterbury
Yr 10 – AIC theatre, Windrush voices British library
Yr 11 – Macbeth theatre
A level – Globe theatre

GCSE

Writing

-Paper 1 and Paper 2 

Q5

-Applying language 

devices

-Structuring writing

-Conventions 

P
P

E


